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Summary Topics for Consideration at Workshops

The following topics have been collated from various sources: including the Governing Group Workplan, Executive Committee member suggestions, IEA member suggestions as part of the virtual meetings.

Full discussions can be found via the basecamps which have been created for each sessions.

For proposals that are put forward for ratification by a vote these are also available via the basecamps.

All IEA Sessions

**IEA Strategy Session**
*Led by Damien Owens*

*Prior Discussion Via Basecamp*

Discussion session focussed on the establishing and refining the core roles and key priorities of the IEA as an entity that provides for Quality Assurance, Mutual Recognition and Mobility within the Global Engineering Profession.

**Business Model Working Group**
*Led by Brett Williams*

*Proposal Circulated Via Basecamp & Prior Discussion Via Basecamp*

Proposal to ratify alternate strategy Fee Structure “Changes To Schedule 2 – Governance Procedures” – to be voted on/ratified at the workshops.

Discussion session to inform Future Work of the Business Model Working Group, specifically on around on Engagement Strategy (IEA) and Website Review

**Reflections and Learnings from Virtual Reviews**
*Led by Elizabeth Taylor*

Discussion on summary of feedback from 2021 ‘proof of concept’ virtual reviews to inform future review processes and a proposal to vote/confirm how 2022 Accord Reviews are to be conducted.

*Proposal Circulated Via Basecamp*

**Annual Reporting – Learnings and Feedback**
*Led by Katy Turff & Brett Williams*

*Prior Discussion Via Basecamp*

Discussion Session on the revised model for Annual Reporting. Covering Learnings and Feedback and further development.
Discussion and Presentations on Graduate Attributes and Professional Competencies
Led by Kai-Sang & Bulent
Discussions and presentations around our revised Graduate Attributes and Professional Competencies. Covering the impacts for signatories/members to the accords and agreements, implementation, and interpretation/translation.

Accord Sessions

Review of IEA-ENAE 2015 Best Practice Accreditation Exemplars
Led by Damien Owens
Prior Discussion Via Basecamp
Presentations from ENAE Delegates and Discussion Session to inform the establishment of a Working Group to review joint IEA-ENAE 2015 Best Practice Accreditation Exemplars document.

Accord Review Process Refinement
Led by Elizabeth Taylor
Prior Discussion on Basecamp
Discussion session to inform on going Accord Review Process Refinement. Covering how we provide certainty of mutual recognition, how we deal with mutual recognition/substantial equivalence across the diversity we have across our membership, challenges associated with reviews, establishing GAPC across join WA/SA/DA reviews and the continuous review process.

Clarifications of expectations regarding OBE/OBA Implementation by Provisional Signatories
Led by Ohyang Kwon & Kai Sang Lock
Prior Discussion on Basecamp
Discussion to provide and clarify of expectations regarding OBE/OBA Implementation by Provisional Signatories (Ohyang/Kai Sang)

Clarification of expectations regarding Guideline C.3.4
Led by Kai Sang Lock
Prior Discussion on Basecamp
Discussion to provide and clarify of expectations regarding Guideline C.3.4
Requests by HEI for Accreditation

Led by Elizabeth Taylor

Prior Discussion on Basecamp

Discussion to continue prior work, started in 2021, around requests by Higher Education Institutions for Accreditation.

Accord session on Uncontested Rights for accreditation agencies

Led by Barry Clarke & Ohyang Kwon

Discussion around emerging situations where multiple accrediting agencies within one jurisdiction are trying to seek signatory status.
Agreement Sessions

Agreement Review Process Refinement

Led by Anker Brodersen

Presentation on proposed changes to correct language within Schedule B2, B3 – to 2018 Version and other review related processes. To be voted upon/ratified as part of the workshops.

Proposal Circulated via Basecamp

Discussions to inform future Agreement Review Process Refinement.

Mobility Working Groups Report

Led by Patty Mamola & Working Group Chairs

Discussion and presentation of reports on Updates, Proposals and Ongoing Work from the Mobility Working Groups.

Prior Discussion via Basecamp

Agreement Rule Development

Led by Katy Turff & Patty Mamola

Prior Discussion via Basecamp

Discussion to continue to inform and further develop the Agreements Rules and Procedures.

Agreement Reviewer Training Development

Led by Damien Owens

Discussion session to inform the development of reviewer training for Agreement Verification and Periodic Reviews, noting that the rule refinements proposed provide a platform for this to occur.